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Dominican, Savonarola. The period of history is one which of all others may well have engrossing interest
for George Eliot. Treasures of learning and discipline, amassed for mankind ages before, for ages stored
and hidden away, see again the sun, are recognized and put to use. What use they will be put to, with what
new and fruitful effects on the State and the citizen, with what momentary and with what lasting
consequences, this she strives to discover ; this she follows through the public history of Italy during the
modern invasion of Charles VIII., and the events which succeed his invasion, and through the private
fortunes of her admirably chosen group of characters, some of them drawn from life, all of them true to
nature.
The Open-Source Everything Manifesto - Robert David Steele 2012
"Written by a former CIA covert ops and intelligence expert, The Open-Source Everything Manifesto
provides a roadmap for empowering the public to return to an informed, engaged democracy of, by, and for
the people"--Provided by publisher.
Life in the Market Ecosystem - Stuart K. Hayashi 2014-11-13
Life in the Market Ecosystem, the second book in the Nature of Liberty trilogy, confronts evolutionary
psychology head on. It describes the evolutionary psychologists’ theory of gene-culture co-evolution, which
states that although customs and culture are not predetermined by anyone’s genetic makeup, one’s
practice of a custom can influence the likelihood of that person having children and grandchildren.
Therefore, according to the theory, customs count as evolutionary adaptations. Extending that theory
further, as entire systems of political economy—capitalism, socialism, and hunter-gatherer
subsistence—consist of multiple customs and institutions, it follows that an entire political-economic system
can likewise be classified as an evolutionary adaptation. Considering that liberal-republican capitalism has,
insofar as the system has been implemented, done more to reduce the mortality rate and secure human
fertility than other models of societal structure, it stands to reason that liberal-republican capitalism is
itself a beneficent evolutionary adaptation. Moreover, as essential tenets of Rand’s
Objectivism—individualism, observation-based rationality, and peaceable self-interest—have been integral
to the development of the capitalist ecosystem, important aspects of the Objectivism are worthwhile
adaptations as well. This book shall uphold that position, as well as combat critiques by evolutionary
psychologists and environmentalists who denounce capitalism as self-destructive. Instead, capitalism is the
most sustainable and fairest political model. This book argues that of all the philosophies, Objectivism is the
one that is most fit for humanity.
How Consumer Culture Controls Our Kids: Cashing in on Conformity - Jennifer Hill 2015-11-02
This gripping book considers the history, techniques, and goals of child-targeted consumer campaigns and
examines children's changing perceptions of what commodities they "need" to be valued and value
themselves. • Features content from across disciplines including sociology, psychology, cultural
anthropology, and social work • Introduces the idea that corporations exert a powerful—and largely
negative—influence over children and childhood • Offers a theoretical explanation of the current state of
consumer capitalism • Presents findings based on original research conducted by the author
The Freedom of Peaceful Action - Stuart K. Hayashi 2014-04-23
The Nature of Liberty trilogy presents an ethical case for individual liberty, arguing from the philosophy of
Ayn Rand and citing the findings of evolutionary psychology to demonstrate the compatibility between

The Muhammad Code - Howard Bloom 2016
The Muhammad Code tells the story of how Muhammad invented jihad and demanded that it conquer the
earth.
Desert Reckoning - Deanne Stillman 2012-07-03
North of Los Angeles - the studios, the beaches, Rodeo Drive - lies a sparsely populated region that
comprises fully one half of Los Angeles County. Sprawling across 2200 miles, this shadow side of Los
Angeles is in the high Mojave Desert. Known as the Antelope Valley, it's a terrain of savage dignity, a vast
amphitheatre of startling wonders that put on a show as the megalopolis burrows northward into the
region's last frontier. Ranchers, cowboys, dreamers, dropouts, bikers, hikers, and felons have settled here those who have chosen solitude over the trappings of contemporary life or simply have nowhere else to go.
But in recent years their lives have been encroached upon by the creeping spread of subdivisions, funded
by the once easy money of subprime America. McMansions - many empty now - gradually replaced Joshua
trees; the desert - America's escape hatch - began to vanish as it became home to a latter-day exodus of
pilgrims. It is against the backdrop of these two competing visions of land and space that Donald Kueck - a
desert hermit who loved animals and hated civilization - took his last stand, gunning down beloved deputy
sheriff Steven Sorensen when he approached his trailer at high noon on a scorching summer day. As the
sound of rifle fire echoed across the Mojave, Kueck took off into the desert he knew so well, kicking off the
biggest manhunt in modern California history until he was finally killed in a Wagnerian firestorm under a
full moon as nuns at a nearby convent watched and prayed. This manhunt was the subject of a widely
praised article by Deanne Stillman, first published in Rolling Stone, a finalist for a PEN Center USA
journalism award, and included in the anthology Best American Crime Writing 2006. In Desert Reckoning
she continues her desert beat and uses Kueck's story as a point of departure to further explore our
relationship to place and the wars that are playing out on our homeland. In addition, Stillman also delves
into the hidden history of Los Angeles County, and traces the paths of two men on a collision course that
could only end in the modern Wild West. Why did a brilliant, self-taught rocket scientist who just wanted to
be left alone go off the rails when a cop showed up? What role did the California prison system play in this
drama? What happens to people when the American dream is stripped away? And what is it like for the men
who are sworn to protect and serve?
The God Problem - Howard Bloom 2016
God's war crimes, Aristotle's sneaky tricks, Galileos creationism, Newton's intelligent design, entropys
errors, Einstein's pajamas, John Conway's game of loneliness, Information Theory's blind spot, Stephen
Wolfram's New Kind Of Science, and six monkeys at six typewriters getting it wrong. What do these have to
do with the birth of a universe and with your need for meaning? Everything, as you're about to see.
Romola - George Eliot 1874
Romola, one of the best-known novels by George Eliot (C. P. P.), was originally published in 1863. The
scene is in Florence, Italy, at the end of the ﬁfteenth century. Roinola, the heroine, a daughter of the Italian
family of Bardi, marries Tito Melema, a Greek, but the marriage proves a failure, and she sacriﬁces herself
in devotion to the people during the plague. A marvellously able story of the revival of the taste and beauty
and freedom of Hellenic manners and letters, under Lorenzo di Medici and the scholars of his Court, side by
side with the revival of Roman virtue, and more than the ancient austerity and piety, under the great
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human nature and laissez-faire liberty. The first installment, The Freedom of Peaceful Action, makes the
philosophic case that an approach starting from observational reason will indicate the practicality and
ethical desirability of a free-market system based on rights.
Organisational Change & Development - Rica Viljoen 2015-06-30
Organisational Change & Development (OCD) is designed to capture leading-edge thinking about OCD in
organisations as it merges with traditional African wisdom. It manifests in issues that differ from
organisational effectiveness efforts to a highly individualised craft of catalyst practitioner. In an attempt to
provide a solid conceptualisation of the field of study, a framework of inclusivity that can be followed, case
studies and OCD methodologies, this book strives to combine some of the practices into reality.The book
concludes with a chapter that studies international trends in organisational change and development. The
assumptions of the evolving field of consulting psychology are incorporated. The multi-cultural nature of
the new world of work and the increasingly diverse settings of organisations of the future ask for higher
levels of complexity handling ability, systems thinking ability and the ability to be authentic.Content
includes: Organisational change and development in the new world of work Organisational change and
development methodologies Change models and approaches Human reactions to change Alternative
organisational change and development interventions and modalities Value circles as a way of creating
inclusivity in emerging economies Measuring the effectiveness of organisational change and development
Building strategic architecture Creating radical organisational transformation through translation of
strategy Organisational change and development in the next decade
Cosmos & Culture: Cultural Evolution in a Cosmic Context - Steven J. Dick 2012-01-27
NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRINT PRODUCT--OVERSTOCK SALE -- Significantly reduced
list price During the last 50 years, coincident with the Space Age, cosmic evolution has been recognized as
the master narrative of the universe, history writ large. Cosmic evolution includes physical, biological, and
cultural evolution, and of these the latter is by far the most rapid. In this volume, authors with diverse
backgrounds in science, history, anthropology, and more, consider culture in the context of the cosmos.
How does our knowledge of cosmic evolution affect terrestrial culture? Conversely, how does our
knowledge of cultural evolution affect our thinking about possible cultures in the cosmos? Are life, mind,
and culture of fundamental significance to the grand story of the cosmos that has generated its own selfunderstanding through science, rational reasoning, and mathematics? Might this lead to cultural evolution
on a large enough scale to allow the universe to both create and steer itself toward its own destiny? Related
products: NASA's First 50 Years: Historical Perspectives; NASA 50 Anniversary Proceedings can be found
here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/033-000-01336-1 Bringing the Future Within Reach:
Celebrating 75 Years of the NASA John H. Glenn Research Center, 1941-2016 can be found here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/033-000-01377-9 Other products produced by National
Aerounautics and Space Administration (NASA) can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/550
Politics - Aristotle 2010-12-01
The first eighth of Aristotle's (384-322 BC) work of political philosophy.
Hereditary Genius - Francis Galton 1870

more and more fair and more and more prosperous. A huge, secure, and contented middle class emerged.
All boats rose together. But then the New Deal gave way to the Raw Deal. Beginning in the early 1970s, by
means of a long war conceived of and executed by a confederacy of big business CEOs, the superrich, and
right-wing zealots, the rules and norms that made the American middle class possible were undermined and
dismantled. The clock was turned back on a century of economic progress, making greed good, workers
powerless, and the market all-powerful while weaponizing nostalgia, lifting up an oligarchy that served only
its own interests, and leaving the huge majority of Americans with dwindling economic prospects and hope.
Why and how did America take such a wrong turn? In this deeply researched and brilliantly woven cultural,
economic, and political chronicle, Kurt Andersen offers a fresh, provocative, and eye-opening history of
America’s undoing, naming names, showing receipts, and unsparingly assigning blame—to the radical right
in economics and the law, the high priests of high finance, a complacent and complicit Establishment, and
liberal “useful idiots,” among whom he includes himself. Only a writer with Andersen’s crackling energy,
deep insight, and ability to connect disparate dots and see complex systems with clarity could make such a
book both intellectually formidable and vastly entertaining. And only a writer of Andersen’s vision could
reckon with our current high-stakes inflection point, and show the way out of this man-made disaster.
Future Consciousness - Thomas Lombardo 2017-10-27
How do our unique conscious minds reflect and amplify nature’s vast evolutionary process? This book
provides a scientifically informed, psychologically holistic approach to understanding and enhancing our
future consciousness, serving as a guide for creating a realistic, constructive, and ethical future. Thomas
Lombardo reveals how we can flourish in the flow of evolution and create a prosperous future for ourselves,
human society and the planet.
Consumer Culture - Heidi Watkins 2011-02-15
Editor Heidi Watkins has compiled several essays that will help your readers understand what consumer
culture is, and the role that they play in it. The essays present diversity of opinion on this topic, including
both conservative and liberal points of view in an even balance. Readers will hear from Madeline Levine on
how consumer culture harms children and teens while Howard Bloom argues that it benefits society. Jean
Kilbourne reports that advertising is to blame for overconsumption while John Naish argues that human
instinct it to blame for it. Closing essays help readers understand what they should know and do about
consumer culture.
The Purple Decades - Tom Wolfe 1982-10
This collection of Wolfe's essays, articles, and chapters from previous collections is filled with observations
on U.S. popular culture in the 1960s and 1970s.
Cosmos & Culture - Steven J. Dick 2009
Aleister Crowley: The Beast in Berlin - Tobias Churton 2014-06-16
A biographical history of Aleister Crowley’s activities in Berlin from 1930 to 1932 as Hitler was rising to
power • Examines Crowley’s focus on his art, his work as a spy for British Intelligence, his colorful love life
and sex magick exploits, and his contacts with magical orders • Explores Crowley’s relationships with
Berlin’s artists, filmmakers, writers, and performers such as Christopher Isherwood, Jean Ross, and Aldous
Huxley • Recounts the fates of Crowley’s friends and colleagues under the Nazis as well as what happened
to Crowley’s lost art exhibition Gnostic poet, painter, writer, and magician Aleister Crowley arrived in
Berlin on April 18, 1930. As prophet of his syncretic religion “Thelema,” he wanted to be among the leaders
of art and thought, and Berlin, the liberated future-gazing metropolis, wanted him. There he would live,
until his hurried departure on June 22, 1932, as Hitler was rapidly rising to power and the black curtain of
intolerance came down upon the city. Known to his friends affectionately as “The Beast,” Crowley saw the
closing lights of Berlin’s artistic renaissance of the Weimar period when Berlin played host to many of the
world’s most outstanding artists, writers, filmmakers, performers, composers, architects, philosophers, and
scientists, including Albert Einstein, Bertolt Brecht, Ethel Mannin, Otto Dix, Aldous Huxley, Jean Ross,
Christopher Isherwood, and many other luminaries of a glittering world soon to be trampled into the mud
by the global bloodbath of World War II. Drawing on previously unpublished letters and diary material by
Crowley, Tobias Churton examines Crowley’s years in Berlin and his intense focus on his art, his work as a

Witness Against the Beast - E. P. Thompson 2017-05-23
Witness Against the Beast is a groundbreaking interdisciplinary study in which the renowned social
historian E.P. Thompson contends that most of the assumptions scholars have made about William Blake
are misleading and unfounded. Brilliantly reexamining Blake’s cultural milieu and intellectual background,
Thompson detects in Blake’s poetry a repeated call to resist the usury and commercialism of the
“Antichrist” embodied by contemporary society—to “witness against the beast.”
Evil Geniuses - Kurt Andersen 2021-08-10
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • When did America give up on fairness? The author of Fantasyland tells
the epic history of how America decided that big business gets whatever it wants, only the rich get richer,
and nothing should ever change—and charts a way back to the future. “Essential, absorbing . . . a graceful,
authoritative guide . . . a radicalized moderate’s moderate case for radical change.”—The New York Times
Book Review During the twentieth century, America managed to make its economic and social systems both
the-genius-of-the-beast-a-radical-re-vision-of-capitalism
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spy for British Intelligence, his colorful love life and sex magick exploits, and his contacts with German
Theosophy, Freemasonry, and magical orders. He recounts the fates of Crowley’s colleagues under the
Nazis as well as what happened to Crowley’s lost art exhibition--six crates of paintings left behind in
Germany as the Gestapo was closing in. Revealing the real Crowley long hidden from the historical record,
Churton presents “the Beast” anew in all his ambiguous and, for some, terrifying glory, at a blazing,
seminal moment in the history of the world.
Knowledge and Power - George Gilder 2013-06-10
Ronald Reagan’s most-quoted living author—George Gilder—is back with an all-new paradigm-shifting
theory of capitalism that will upturn conventional wisdom, just when our economy desperately needs a new
direction. America’s struggling economy needs a better philosophy than the college student's lament: "I
can't be out of money, I still have checks in my checkbook!" We’ve tried a government spending spree, and
we’ve learned it doesn’t work. Now is the time to rededicate our country to the pursuit of free market
capitalism, before we’re buried under a mound of debt and unfunded entitlements. But how do we navigate
between government spending that's too big to sustain and financial institutions that are "too big to fail?" In
Knowledge and Power, George Gilder proposes a bold new theory on how capitalism produces wealth and
how our economy can regain its vitality and its growth. Gilder breaks away from the supply-side model of
economics to present a new economic paradigm: the epic conflict between the knowledge of entrepreneurs
on one side, and the blunt power of government on the other. The knowledge of entrepreneurs, and their
freedom to share and use that knowledge, are the sparks that light up the economy and set its gears in
motion. The power of government to regulate, stifle, manipulate, subsidize or suppress knowledge and
ideas is the inertia that slows those gears down, or keeps them from turning at all. One of the twentieth
century’s defining economic minds has returned with a new philosophy to carry us into the twenty-first.
Knowledge and Power is a must-read for fiscal conservatives, business owners, CEOs, investors, and anyone
interested in propelling America’s economy to future success.
The Genius of the Beast - Howard Bloom 2010-05-01
Is global capitalism on its last legs? Is the era of American leadership over? Has the West begun a decline
into a new Dark Age? Does American civilization deserve to survive? These are the unnerving questions
raised by the Great Crash of 2009. This book presents a radically new answer, insisting that global society
has only begun to realize its full potential. Author Howard Bloom argues that there’s a hidden mandate
beneath the surface of capitalism: "It’s struggling to whisper and rumble its message to you and me. That
hidden imperative can lift us from economic crisis, can make us a leader in the next-generation economy,
and can dramatically upgrade our ability to empower our fellow human beings." Bloom sees crisis as
opportunity, opportunity for the whole human race. In more than eighty short, fast chapters, insights
appear suddenly, like the quick bursts of flashbulbs, taking the reader on a sweeping tour of human history,
from the Stone Age to the present. Every chapter conveys a radically new way to see the astonishing
mechanism we call "Western Civilization." Bloom marvels at how humans have turned toxic waste into food
and fuel, trash into treasure, and garbage into gold. He shows how we've produced material miracles based
on immaterial things—passion, persistence, and fantasy. He shows that what many regard as the end is just
the beginning. The beginning of something you've never before imagined. The author explains why the
secret to capitalism’s next great leap does not lie in new financial tricks, but in tapping things right under
our noses in radically new ways—that is, tapping our imagination, our desire to feel useful, our desire to
help others, and our desire to be recognized for contributing to the welfare of humanity. The key to nextgeneration capitalism lies in a big-picture view that's utterly unlike anything you've previously perceived. A
big-picture view that will startle you. A big-picture view with which you can ignite the world, get a new
handle on your life, and help transform society. This brilliant, inspirational work of daring ideas and
breathtaking research offers more than hope. It offers unseen levels of understanding. Understanding that
can literally redefine what it means to be a human being.
Starlight Starbright: Are Stars Conscious? Second Edition - Greg Matloff 2020-05-07
The only thing we can be absolutely sure of is our own consciousness. But what is consciousness? Is it a
property that is unique to humans or do we share it with other lifeforms? Or is the philosophical doctrine of
panpsychism correct—are stars and the entire universe conscious in some sense? Early chapters in this
the-genius-of-the-beast-a-radical-re-vision-of-capitalism

book examine the prehistory, mythology, and history of this topic. Arguments are presented from the
viewpoints of shamans, philosophers, poets, quantum physicists, and novelists. A simple “toy” model of
panpsychism is then presented, in which a universal field of proto- consciousness interacts with molecular
bonds via the vacuum fluctuation pressure of the Casimir Effect. It is shown how this model is in
congruence with an anomaly in stellar motions called “Parenago’s Discontinuity.” Cool, redder, less massive
stars such as the Sun apparently circle the center of the galaxy faster than their hotter, bluer, more
massive sisters. This discontinuity occurs at the point in the stellar distribution where molecules begin to
appear in stellar spectra. As described in the first edition of this book, observations of main sequence stars
out to ~260 light years and giant stars out to >1,000 light years—using the ESA Hipparcos space
observatory—support the reality and non-locality of Parenago’s Discontinuity. Local, more conventional
explanations for this phenomenon are not supported by observations of other galaxies and the spiral arms
of the Milky Way. Since 2014, the new ESA Gaia space observatory has been obtaining kinematics and
position data for ~1 billion stars in our galaxy. The first Gaia data release in 2016 has been used in 2018 by
a Russian team to demonstrate Parenago’s Discontinuity for a large stellar sample out to ~500 light years
from the Sun. These observations support the hypothesis that anomalistic stellar motion is due to stellar
volition, as described by philosopher/author Olaf Stapledon in his classic novel Star Maker, as previously
discussed by the author in the peer-reviewed Journal of the British Interplanetary Society (JBIS). In light of
the new Gaia observations and work by other researchers, it is not impossible that panpsychism is
emerging from the realm of philosophy as a new subdivision of observational astronomy. Simple models of
universal proto-consciousness may be subject to inductive tests using current and future space
observatories. A special feature of this book is the chapter frontispiece art by C Bangs.
Being a Beast - Charles Foster 2016-06-21
Prologue -- Becoming a beast -- Earth 1 : badger -- Water : otter -- Fire : fox -- Earth 2 : red deer -- Air : swift
-- Epilogue.
The Character of Human Institutions - Michael Egan 2017-07-28
This volume celebrates the life and work of Robin Fox and the idea of a biosocial science. From his early
studies of kinship, primates, the brain, evolution, the incest taboo, and aggression, to his later work on
literature, politics, civilization, law, the Bible, Shakespeare, and the history of ideas, Robin Fox inspired
many with an evolutionary vision of humanity that goes beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries and
embraces the universal history of mankind. Fox's work represents an independent biosocial science stream
of thinking that accepts the Darwinian mandate while avoiding reductionism by recognizing culture as a
natural phenomenon. The essays cover Fox's life and his contributions, and address topics as diverse as the
meaning and function of laughter; the unforgiving discipline of writing popular anthropology; extreme
drinking rituals among young men training for the British army; Darwin and close-cousin marriage; the
universal essence of the epic form as a super-attractor; anthropologists' autobiographies; the conflict
between science and anti-science; and the decline of British imperial education. This engaging collection on
a mainstream maverick has been edited by Michael Egan. It includes essays by Sir Antony Jay, Lionel Tiger,
Howard Bloom, Michael McGuire, Kate Fox, Melvin Konner, Alan Macfarlane, Adam Kuper, Dieter Steklis,
Alexandra Maryanski, Bernard Chapais, Jonathan Turner, Linda Stone, Charles Macdonald, Anne Fox,
David Jenkins, Frederick Turner, Robert Trivers, and an essay by Robin Fox himself.
The God Problem - Howard Bloom 2012-08-30
God’s war crimes, Aristotle’s sneaky tricks, Einstein’s pajamas, information theory’s blind spot, Stephen
Wolfram’s new kind of science, and six monkeys at six typewriters getting it wrong. What do these have to
do with the birth of a universe and with your need for meaning? Everything, as you’re about to see. How
does the cosmos do something it has long been thought only gods could achieve? How does an inanimate
universe generate stunning new forms and unbelievable new powers without a creator? How does the
cosmos create? That’s the central question of this book, which finds clues in strange places. Why A does not
equal A. Why one plus one does not equal two. How the Greeks used kickballs to reinvent the universe. And
the reason that Polish-born Benoît Mandelbrot—the father of fractal geometry—rebelled against his uncle.
You’ll take a scientific expedition into the secret heart of a cosmos you’ve never seen. Not just any cosmos.
An electrifyingly inventive cosmos. An obsessive-compulsive cosmos. A driven, ambitious cosmos. A cosmos
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of colossal shocks. A cosmos of screaming, stunning surprise. A cosmos that breaks five of science’s most
sacred laws. Yes, five. And you’ll be rewarded with author Howard Bloom’s provocative new theory of the
beginning, middle, and end of the universe—the Bloom toroidal model, also known as the big bagel
theory—which explains two of the biggest mysteries in physics: dark energy and why, if antimatter and
matter are created in equal amounts, there is so little antimatter in this universe. Called "truly awesome" by
Nobel Prize–winner Dudley Herschbach, The God Problem will pull you in with the irresistible attraction of
a black hole and spit you out again enlightened with the force of a big bang. Be prepared to have your mind
blown. From the Hardcover edition.
Healing Capitalism - Jem Bendell 2017-09-08
The global response from business to social and environmental issues during the past decade has created a
corporate responsibility movement. But what has been the impact of this movement? The financial crisis
that began in 2007 has led more and more people to question the fundamentals of our economic system.
Now, some within the corporate responsibility movement are developing a vision and practice of a new
form of capitalism, one that will require collective action to achieve. Bendell and Doyle draw on Lifeworth's
annual reviews of corporate responsibility and explain how business leaders, stakeholders and related
academe now need to experiment with new models that address the fundamental flaws of contemporary
capitalism, including monetary systems, enterprise ownership, and regulation. This book will be a fantastic
resource for business libraries, as it records and analyses key events, issues and trends in corporate
responsibility during the first decade of the 21st century. It is a sequel and companion to Bendell's previous
work, The Corporate Responsibility Movement.
Patrons of Enlightenment - Colum Leckey 2011-08-16
This book is the first full-length study in English on the St. Petersburg Free Economic Society, Imperial
Russia's most prestigious non-governmental association. It examines the Society from a wide variety of
perspectives of the men and women who took part in its work-the St. Petersburg aristocrats and academics
who established it in the 1760s, the budding intelligentsia, Catherine the Great and her court, its
correspondents in Western Europe and the Russian provinces, and the wider Russian public.
How I Accidentally Started the Sixties - Howard Bloom 2017-09-12
Before Timothy Leary, before free love, before the word hippie became a part of the preferred
nomenclature, Howard Bloom and his band of explorers were pushing boundaries and minds. Embarking on
a great journey that took him from his home in Buffalo, NY, to Washington, to California, to Israel, to New
York City, along the way learning much and gaining in experience--some of that experience crushing the
morals and mores of the previous generation--and most importantly, he gained insight. Bloom horrified his
parents, shocked his teachers, seeking the form of spiritual enlightenment called satori, and finding sex
instead.How I Accidentally Started the Sixties is the untold story of the birth of a decade.
Einstein, Michael Jackson & Me - Howard Bloom 2020-04-15
Howard Bloom—called "the greatest press agent that rock and roll has ever known" by Derek Sutton, the
former manager of Styx, Ten Years After, and Jethro Tull—is a science nerd who knew nothing about
popular music. But he founded the biggest PR firm in the music industry and helped build or sustain the
careers of our biggest rock-and-roll legends, including Michael Jackson, Prince, Bob Marley, Bette Midler,
Billy Joel, Billy Idol, Paul Simon, Peter Gabriel, David Byrne, AC/DC, Aerosmith, Queen, Kiss, Grandmaster
Flash and the Furious Five, Run DMC, ZZ Top, Joan Jett, Chaka Khan, and one hundred more. What was he
after? He was on a hunt for the gods inside of you and me. Einstein, Michael Jackson & Me is Bloom's
story—the strange tale of a scientific expedition into the dark underbelly of science and fame where new
myths and movements are made.
Wisdom, Consciousness, and the Future - Thomas Lombardo 2011-06-17
Wisdom, Consciousness, and the Future: Collected Essays Thomas Lombardo, Ph. D. Center for Future
Consciousness Wisdom, Consciousness, and the Future is a profound, deeply important, and timely book
that concerned people and change agents everywhere will want to read. Copthorne Macdonald The Wisdom
Page As a college professor and teacher of psychology, philosophy, and the future, Tom Lombardos mind
has been drawn toward such questions as: How will the human mind evolve in the future? In fact, how
should the human mind evolve and improve itself? What might be the standards and ideals that guide this
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evolution? And what role does ethical development (or evolution) play in this process? The twenty
previously published articles collected together in Wisdom, Consciousness, and the Future chronicle the
development of Dr. Lombardos ideas on these related questions and topics, and together constitute a
theoretical perspective on the nature of the human mind, on how to best educate and evolve the human
mind in the future, and how to integrate into this vision the central importance of both future consciousness
(as a key dimension of human consciousness) and ethical character virtues. True to its title, three key
themes emerge in this collection: wisdom, consciousness, and the future, and all three concepts tie into the
authors main contribution to the field of futures studies, future consciousness. Numerous essays (for
example, Evolving Future Consciousness through the Pursuit of Virtue and The Evolution and Psychology of
Future Consciousness) address the nature of future consciousness, a term Dr. Lombardo defines as the
complex set of mental capacities all humans possess for imagining, conceptualizing, and approaching the
future. Aside from describing the psychological make-up of future consciousness, which includes emotional,
motivational, cognitive, and personal dimensions, the author also explains in numerous essays (such as
Developing Constructive and Creative Attitudes about the Future) how to proactively enhance ones future
consciousness. Other essays deal directly with consciousness and the human mind in the broadest sense (as
in The Future Evolution of the Ecology of Mind) and connect this general area of inquiry with the futurist
question of how consciousness and mind might evolve in the future. Dr. Lombardo proposes that the
progressive emergence of cosmic consciousness is the central evolutionary trajectory of the human mind.
Hence, this book contains essays on both consciousness of the future and consciousness in the future. While
the discussion of consciousness and the future fascinates in its own right, Dr. Lombardo is a holistic and
deep thinker who searches for connections among myriad philosophical topics. A number of essays address
the question of ethics and virtue and how such concepts connect with both future consciousness and the
evolution of consciousness in the future. He then expands on this theme to explore how virtue applies to the
goals of higher education in essays such as Ethical Character Development and Personal and Academic
Excellence. In thinking through the concept of virtue and how it applies to consciousness, education, and
the future, Dr. Lombardo emphasizes the one key virtuewisdomthat provides the center of gravity around
which all other character virtues revolve. Indeed, if any one concept unites the majority of essays in this
collection, it is wisdom. In The Wisdom of Future Consciousness, the author argues that wisdom is the
highest expression of future consciousness, and systematically describes the numerous connections
between wisdom and heightened future consciousness. Further, according to the author, wisdom is the key
ideal that we should model and teach within education, now and in the future. This argume
Renaissance Porn Star - Mark Lamonica 2012-11-01
ADVANCE PRAISE FOR RENAISSANCE PORN STARTHE SAGA OF PIETRO ARETINO: THE WORLD'S
GREATEST HUSTLERSex, drugs, and the Medicis. A story of murder, revenge, art, pornography, and
celebration with anall-star cast of characters: Dante, Boccaccio, Machiavelli, Michelangelo, a klatch of mafi
a-don-style popes, and Shakespeare. A tale that turns deep, deep erudition into exquisite sweets for the
heart andmind.—Howard Bloom, author of The Genius of the Beast: A Radical Re-Vision of CapitalismIf Jan
Wenner had given Hunter S. Thompson an assignment to write a historical essay ofRenaissance sexuality
and literature, the resulting pages might have looked something like Renaissance Porn Star: raw,
uncensored, clearly mad, and quite brilliant.—Jess Winfi eld, author of My name is WillLike a buried
treasure unearthed, Renaissance Porn Star sheds new light on how the Italian icon of the
Renaissance,Pietro Aretino, helped shape an awakened world. Mark Lamonica mixes his amazing attention
tohistorical detail and breathes new life into Shakespeare.—Thelma Reyna, Ph.D. author of The Heavens
Weep for UsWhat art restoration has done for paintings, Mark Lamonica has done through a historical
account ofPietro Aretino that wipes clean the whitewash of our puritanical perspective on the Renaissance
over the past several hundred years. Not unlike a newly restored masterpiece, Renaissance Porn Star is
both beautiful and shocking.—Adam Hall, Shakespeare scholarMark Lamonica is an accomplished
photographerand author of three highly acclaimed books: Junkyard Dogs and William Shakespeare (1997);
co-author of Rio LA: Tales from the Los Angeles River (2001); named “a best book of the year” by the Los
AngelesTimes Book Review. Whacking Buddha: The Mysterious World of Shakespeare and Zen Buddhism
(2005); hailed as a work of “spiritual literary dynamite.” He is atwork on a new book about the Devil.
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Lady Romeo - Tana Wojczuk 2021-06-08
Finalist for a Lambda Literary Award Finalist for the Publishing Triangle’s Judy Grahn Award for Lesbian
Nonfiction Finalist for the Marfield Prize For fans of Book of Ages and American Eve, this “lively,
illuminating new biography” (The Boston Globe) of 19th-century queer actress Charlotte Cushman portrays
a “brisk, beautifully crafted life” (Stacy Schiff, bestselling author of The Witches and Cleopatra) that riveted
New York City and made headlines across America. All her life, Charlotte Cushman refused to submit to
others’ expectations. Raised in Boston at the time of the transcendentalists, a series of disasters cleared the
way for her life on the stage—a path she eagerly took, rejecting marriage and creating a life of adventure,
playing the role of the hero in and out of the theater as she traveled to New Orleans and New York City,
and eventually to London and back to build a successful career. Her Hamlet, Romeo, Lady Macbeth, and
Nancy Sykes from Oliver Twist became canon, impressing Louisa May Alcott, who later based a character
on her in Jo’s Boys, and Walt Whitman, who raved about “the towering grandeur of her genius” in his
columns for the Brooklyn Daily Eagle. She acted alongside Edwin and John Wilkes Booth—supposedly
giving the latter a scar on his neck that was later used to identify him as President Lincoln’s assassin—and
visited frequently with the Great Emancipator himself, who was a devoted Shakespeare fan and admirer of
Cushman’s work. Her wife immortalized her in the angel at the top of Central Park’s Bethesda Fountain;
worldwide, she was “a lady universally acknowledged as the greatest living tragic actress.” Behind the
scenes, she was equally radical, making an independent income, supporting her family, creating one of the
first bohemian artists’ colonies abroad, and living publicly as a queer woman. And yet, her name has since
faded into the shadows. Now, her story comes to brilliant life with Tana Wojczuk’s Lady Romeo, an
exhilarating and enlightening biography of the 19th-century trailblazer. With new research and rarely seen
letters and documents, Wojczuk reconstructs the formative years of Cushman’s life, set against the
excitement and drama of 1800s New York City and featuring a cast of luminaries and revolutionaries who
changed the cultural landscape of America forever. The story of an astonishing and uniquely American life,
Lady Romeo reveals one of the most remarkable forgotten figures in our history and restores her to center
stage, where she belongs.
In the Belly of the Beast - Jack Henry Abbott 1991-01-02
A visionary book in the repertoire of prison literature. When Normal Mailer was writing The Executioner's
Song, he received a letter from Jack Henry Abbott, a convict, in which Abbott offered to educate him in the
realities of life in a maximum security prison. This book organizes Abbott's by now classic letters to Mailer,
which evoke his infernal vision of the prison nightmare.
The Tribal Imagination - Robin Fox 2011-07-01
Fox traces our ongoing struggle to maintain open societies in the face of profoundly tribal human needs
that, paradoxically, hold the key to our survival. This latest book ranges from incest and arranged marriage
to poetry and myth, from human rights and vengeance to pop icons such as Seinfeld.
The Lucifer Principle - Howard Bloom 2013-11-01
“A philosophical look at the history of our species which alternated between fascinating and frightening . . .
like reading Dean Koontz or Stephen King.” —Rocky Mountain News The Lucifer Principle is a
revolutionary work that explores the intricate relationships among genetics, human behavior, and culture to
put forth the thesis that “evil” is a by-product of nature’s strategies for creation and that it is woven into
our most basic biological fabric. In a sweeping narrative that moves lucidly among sophisticated scientific
disciplines and covers the entire span of the earth’s—as well as mankind’s—history, Howard Bloom
challenges some of our most popular scientific assumptions. Drawing on evidence from studies of the most
primitive organisms to those on ants, apes, and humankind, the author makes a persuasive case that it is
the group, or “superorganism,” rather than the lone individual that really matters in the evolutionary
struggle. But biology is not destiny, and human culture is not always the buffer to our most primitive
instincts we would like to think it is. In these complex threads of thought lies the Lucifer Principle, and only
through understanding its mandates will we able to avoid the nuclear crusades that await us in the twentyfirst century. “A revolutionary vision of the relationship between psychology and history, The Lucifer
Principle will have a profound impact on our concepts of human nature. It is astonishing that a book of such
importance could be such a pleasure to read.”—Elizabeth F. Loftus, author of Memory
the-genius-of-the-beast-a-radical-re-vision-of-capitalism

The Psychology of Overeating - Kima Cargill 2015-10-22
Drawing on empirical research, clinical case material and vivid examples from modern culture, The
Psychology of Overeating demonstrates that overeating must be understood as part of the wider cultural
problem of consumption and materialism. Highlighting modern society's pathological need to consume,
Kima Cargill explores how our limitless consumer culture offers an endless array of delicious food as well
as easy money whilst obscuring the long-term effects of overconsumption. The book investigates how
developments in food science, branding and marketing have transformed Western diets and how the food
industry employs psychology to trick us into eating more and more – and why we let them. Drawing striking
parallels between 'Big Food' and 'Big Pharma', Cargill shows how both industries use similar tactics to
manufacture desire, resist regulation and convince us that the solution to overconsumption is further
consumption. Real-life examples illustrate how loneliness, depression and lack of purpose help to drive
consumption, and how this is attributed to individual failure rather than wider culture. The first book to
introduce a clinical and existential psychology perspective into the field of food studies, Cargill's
interdisciplinary approach bridges the gulf between theory and practice. Key reading for students and
researchers in food studies, psychology, health and nutrition and anyone wishing to learn more about the
relationship between food and consumption.
Russia and Latin America - M. Astrada 2013-04-26
Today, extensive interconnected global processes provide non-state actors with a degree of agency that a
'System of States' paradigm cannot account for alone. Using Russia-Latin America relations as a case study
and applying a Complex Adaptive Systems perspective, this work explores alternative international
mechanisms of order and organization.
The Only Sales Guide You'll Ever Need - Anthony Iannarino 2016-10-11
The USA Today bestseller by the star sales speaker and author of The Sales Blog that reveals how all
salespeople can attain huge sales success through strategies backed by extensive research and experience.
Anthony Iannarino never set out to become a salesman, let alone a sales manager, speaker, coach, or writer
of the most prominent blog about the art and science of great selling. He fell into his profession by
accident, as a day job while pursuing rock-and-roll stardom. Once he realized he'd never become the next
Mick Jagger, Iannarino turned his focus to a question that's been debated for at least a century: Why are a
small number of salespeople in any field hugely successful, while the rest get mediocre results at best? The
answer is simple: it’s not about the market, the product, or the competition—it’s all about the seller. And
consequently, any salesperson can sell more and better, all the time. Over twenty-five years, Iannarino has
boiled down everything he's learned and tested into one convenient book that explains what all successful
sellers, regardless of industry or organization, share: a mind-set of powerful beliefs and a skill-set of key
actions, including... ·Self-discipline: How to keep your commitments to yourself and others. ·Accountability:
How to own the outcomes you sell. ·Competitiveness: How to embrace competition rather than let it
intimidate you. ·Resourcefulness: How to blend your imagination, experience, and knowledge into unique
solutions. ·Storytelling: How to create deeper relationships by presenting a story in which the client is the
hero and you're their guide. ·Diagnosing: How to look below the surface to figure out someone else's real
challenges and needs. Once you learn Iannarino's core strategies, picking up the specific tactics for your
product and customers will be that much easier. Whether you sell to big companies, small companies, or
individual consumers, this is the book you'll turn to again and again for proven wisdom, strategies, and tips
that really work.
Global Brain - Howard Bloom 2000-08-14
Introduces the controversial theory of "group selection" in which all life on earth is portrayed as a macrocommunity of symbiotic organisms working together for the benefit of all. By the author of The Lucifer
Principle.
When Growth Is Not Enough - Francisco Galrao Carneiro 2017-05-31
The Dominican Republic stands out as a fast growing economy that has not been able to generate a
commensurate reduction in poverty. Three reasons have been raised before to explain this conundrum: (i) a
labor market that does not translate productivity gains into salary increases; (ii) a domestic economy with
weak inter-sectoral linkages; (iii) and a public sector that does not spend enough nor particularly well to
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reduce poverty. In addition, the country remains largely exposed to natural disasters and exogenous shocks
that, if not mitigated properly, may affect the sustainability of growth in the medium and longer terms. This
book assembles a collection of empirical analyses that explore three complementary hypotheses that could
help understand why the Dominican Republic continues, to this date, experiencing high economic growth
rates with limited poverty reduction. The first hypothesis is concerned with testing whether the observed
pattern of fast economic growth cum persistent poverty in the DR is partly driven by a poverty methodology
that does not account for price variation that affects distinctly the consumption patterns of low-income and
better-off households. If that hypothesis holds, the DR may face a situation in which household income for
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households at the bottom of the distribution is underestimated. The second hypothesis tests whether the
pattern of specialization in the DR might be such that it does not favor unskilled labor. If that hypothesis
holds, then returns to capital are probably much higher than returns to labor which would be an indication
that the DR has had a comparative advantage in products that are capital intensive instead of laborintensive. The third hypothesis investigates whether poverty and wage inequality in the DR are affected not
only by immigration but also by emigration. The contribution of the volume, therefore, lies in precisely
offering a more careful exploration of specific issues around common explanations for the shortcomings of
the DR in reducing poverty on a faster basis.
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